The Burnt Mountain area originates from the summit of Burnt Mountain, which can be used as reference points. The summit of Burnt Mountain can be accessed via the Burnt Mountain hiking trail, which begins at the terminus of the Golden Road.

Please respect our mountain by giving this trail map a fair shake or disapproving it in a proper manner.

SLOPE SAFETY

Skiing can be exciting in many ways, but it can also be dangerous. Always be aware of your surroundings and the environment, such as other skiers, snowboarders, obstacles or other unexpected equipment, such as that used by skiers or snowboarders. Inexperienced skiers and snowboarders should ski down trails that are suitable for their ability level.

GLADES AND CONNECTING TRAILS

Snowfields are considered part of the trail system. This Orange Oval symbol designates Glades. Glades are for expert skiers and snowboarders only and all guests who enter or ski in glades do so at their own risk.

Because glades are not marked, skiing and snowboarding in Sugarloaf Mountain's gladed terrain requires good judgment and common sense and personal awareness can help reduce the risk of injury or death. Observe the code listed below and share with other skiers the responsibility for a safe skiing experience:

1. Always stay in control and be able to stop or avoid other people or objects.
2. Do not enter glades if you lack the skills to safely ski in the condition of the snow and terrain.
3. You must stop at least 30 feet before reaching the end of a trail.
4. Listen when ski patrol or emergency personnel speak to you.
5. Always be aware of the terrain and snow conditions.
6. Observe all posted signs and warnings. Skiers who fail to follow the posted rules and warnings lose the right to ski Sugarloaf Mountain.

Please note that glades are considered part of the trail system. This Orange Oval symbol designates Glades.

Snowfields are considered part of the trail system.

This is a partial list. Be safety conscious. Officially endorsed by NATIONAL SKI AREAS PATROL AND PROFESSIONAL SNOWMAKING INSTRUCTORS OF AMERICA.

This Orange Oval symbol designates Glades. Glades are for expert skiers and snowboarders only and all guests who enter or ski in glades do so at their own risk.

Because glades are not marked, skiing and snowboarding in Sugarloaf Mountain's gladed terrain requires good judgment and personal awareness. Access into and out of these glades can be challenging. The gladed regions are not controlled; the skier's ability to enter or leave these regions may be determined by the snow or terrain conditions. Skiers and snowboarders are thereby responsible for their own safety and that of others.

Please be aware:

1. Always ski in control and be able to stop or avoid other people or objects.
2. People ahead of you have the right of way. It is your responsibility to know where you are going. If you are not sure, stay to the right.
3. You must stop at least 30 feet before entering a trail. You are required to stop from above.
4. Always be aware of the terrain and snow conditions.
5. Observe all posted signs and warnings. Skiers who fail to follow the posted rules and warnings lose the right to ski Sugarloaf Mountain.
6. Observe all posted signs and warnings. Skiers who fail to follow the posted rules and warnings lose the right to ski Sugarloaf Mountain.

Please respect our mountain by giving this trail map a fair shake or disapproving it in a proper manner.